I remembered reading a paper where, in my memory, the authors set out to describe how often inebriates get imaged, with the expectation that the conclusion would be we image inebriates constantly and we don't need to, stop it but it turned out that after collecting the data the conclusion was we image inebriates constantly and they have a ridiculously high prevalence of injuries, I guess keep imaging them constantly.  [Baker Hamilton 2014]

There was that recent court ruling that exonerated the emergency physician who allowed a drunk to leave and then he got hit by a car and paralyzed - http://goo.gl/KHY5Su and http://goo.gl/X85pDD I'm not sure how strongly that applies to us, as most of our inebriates do not arrive voluntarily, and also what's legally admissible is not necessarily what's medically/ethically appropriate. 


This [Pitzele 2010] is a well written paper. here's the relevant paragraph:


Discharging an acutely intoxicated patient in the ED is predicated on the patient’s return to a nonintoxicated state. Discharge while the patient is still intoxicated opens the practitioner and the discharging hospital to theoretical liability if the patient comes to subsequent harm, whether by exposing himself to traumatic injury, later manifesting an occult life threat masked by the intoxication, or causing harm to a third party while in an intoxicated state.64 Therefore, the most common practice is to observe the intoxicated patient in the ED until the practitioner is confident that the BAC is less than the threshold for intoxication.

Rosen offers this, on page 2381 of the 8th edition, without references:

Intoxicated patients require evaluation and treatment in the ED regardless of their obstreperousness. Inappropriate discharge and failure to diagnose are two common areas of liability in the treatment of the alcohol-dependent patient. The theoretic liability for detention by reasonable restraint is less than the potential liability for injury sustained by the alcohol-dependent patient or an innocent bystander after premature discharge. Discharge can be considered when a patient is clinically sober and able to dress, walk, and function independently as judged and well documented by the treating clinician. Under ideal circumstances, another concerned, sober adult is available and willing to take responsibility for and remain with the patient for the next 24 to 48 hours.

there's clearly no evidence to guide us here, but, as suspected, the guidance is clear: do not let them go until they're sober. unfortunately this is an explicitly defensive position that the authors as much as state is to protect physicians more than patients, and I suspect that the harm in routinely holding drunk patients who wish to leave against their will, if they are sober enough to get dressed and walk out (you can still be pretty hammered but sober enough to get dressed and walk out) exceeds the benefits. the harm involves

- the psychological and ethical harm visited upon the patient by not allowing him to act according to his desires/free will

- the harm associated with physical restraints

- the harm associated with chemical restraints

- the harm associated with the additional resources expended on any patient being in the department (nursing, physical space) 

- the harm to other patients specific to keeping intoxicated patients in the ED (belligerence, noise, vomitus) 

- the harm of preventing the patient to go out and drink more (withdrawal/admission)

there are probably other harms you could come up with. and the benefits are in my view uncertain. if your policy is to let them go when they want to go, if they can get dressed and walk, every so often one of them will harm themselves or someone else. but I have no reason to think that they will harm themselves or someone else more often then if you held them until sobriety, because almost all of them will go out and get wasted again. the only difference is that you won't be blamed. 

so I conclude the practice of holding inebriates against their will for the purpose of sobriety benefits the physician/hospital but not the patient. but I could be convinced otherwise. complex, interesting topic of exquisite relevance to our day to day practice.

